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The years during which Elizabeth was qmeea
ef England were the greatest in England’s history.

It was

then that Englishmen awoke to a consciousness of their
nationality, when the spirit of patriotism manifested it
self most proudly.

It was then that Englishmen recognized

the power of their own individualities, when personal am
bition ran high, and a m a n ’s pen and his tongue must needs
be as ready as his sword.

And it was then that English

literature blossomed out into the full flower of its per
fection, when the seeds planted by the awakened intelli
gence of men who sought to widen the boundaries of knowl
edge reached their growth and the full attainment of their
potential strength and beauty.
But we must see, too, that this national
pride manifested itself in an intense hatred of Spain, and
an inordinate praise of the glorified woman who represented
to her subjects the dignity and power and statesmanship
that kept England free of Spanish dominion.

Correspond

ingly, the rather intense individualism resulted in an un•erupuloueness and boldness that has never been equalled

-2in English diplomacy for rigor and rashness• , Only in
its literary life did England maintain its balance; that
is, it remains as a monument to the age in its entirety,
as a tribute to the final emergence of a great national
literature out of the conflicting ideals and personalities
and productions of those few decades#

In the last analysis

all its rich and varied phases stand out as pre-eminently
bound together in spirit and representation#
Sir Walter Ralegh epitomises all the
splendor and ambition and baffling inconsistency of Elisabethan England.

It was he who was the proudest of England's

warriors, who spent his life and fortune in an attempt to
extend the narrow margins of this nationality beyond the
confines of the British Isles to the broad free lands of
a new continent, who first conceived of establishing per
manent colonies instead of plundering and abandoning.

And

it was he, also, who hated Spain with the hatred of twenty
normal men, who sacrificed his life in an attempt to crush
for onoe and all Spain's growing power and tyranny in his
own land of a visionary empire.

It was during the rather

futile little reign of Elisabeth's euoeesser, James I,,
that this intense bitterness against Spain welled up in
his man's soul.

It gathered force in his inner being

when he oould no longer share his principles with the
queen whom he had so lavishly praised, until it overflowed
and dominated his last active years and even his dying

3
moments on the scaffold.
Ho breath of eoandal touched Ralegh’s political
life while Elisabeth lived.

To her he was loyal, and against

her he did not deign to turn, like Essex, in a moment of tem
porary disgrace.

It was only when confronted with a monarch

who would eomproelee with Spain that Ralegh abandoned hie
loyalty to the state to maintain his inward faith.

But while

Elisabeth lived, no compliment was too extravagant for Cynthia
no language too exaggerated for the author of his benefits,
no praise too generous to sing her virtues.

If we find it

distasteful, we need only remember that it was fashionable,
and further that Ralegh found it convenient to extract certain
rewards in this manner.

:

Ralegh’s individualism has been eulogised
and exalted until it has become typical of Elizabethan man
hood.

But in this respect he far exceeded aiyr of his con

temporaries.

It was net given him to be typical in hie in

dividualism.

His was the superlative life.

Whatever he

did was achieved with rashness and excess, with flourish
and flash.

His ambition became ruthless in its accomplish

ment , but he fortunately avoided the faults of modern megalo
mania in that he never lost his porspeotive.

His figure

never usurped more space in his own eyes than it did in the
eyes of others.
deserved to.

It he dominated life, it was beeause he

In its simple# ferms, of course, it was the

Elizabethan spirit from which Ralegh’s life was the natural

>4* •
•utgrevtlu
able.

From such a spirit his personality is insepar

But as the actions of a character in a drama must

he exaggerated to he effective, so Ralegh's were carried
out with an audacity and insolence that make them vital
after three hundred years.
His attitude toward literature was essen
tially that of M o

contemporaries.

The turmoil of men's

minds and a wayward prodigality of fancy had revolutionised
literature*

It was now introduced into the world to delight

and instruct, and it was with the last capacity in mind that
Ralegh wrote all of his prose works*

Time was too valuable,

action too imperative, success too much desired to permit
the noblemen ot Ralegh's day to make a business of litera
ture*

It was necessary to be able to contribute to the liter

ary, world as a part of one!s social education, but the times
were too unsettled for one who had the power and position to
take a hand in the affairs of state to use his literary abili?

ties for anything but occupying leisure time*

There were, of

course, the professional authors who stand out as the real
literary lights of the age, but the more obscure authors con
tributed to the spirit as surely as those idiom we remember*
The remarkable thing about Ralegh's literary
efforts is that they were ever produced in the first place.
A man who could be a soldier, sailor, explorer, coloniser,
courtier, scientist, and patron of letters could hardly be
expected to indulge in authoreMp.

One achievement alone.

•§<

4one well, would require all the energies of an ordinary
man, but Ralegh accomplished them all with the sane care
less ease and elegant thoroughness with which he wrote his
love poetry or planted the flowers in his garden at Youghal.
He sever wrote except when he had nothing else to do, filling
the loss hours at sea, or in confinement in the Tower; and
much of that time was spent in reading and scientific study.
Of all his activities, his productive literary capacity re
ceived the least attention from himself*

And corresponding*

ly, the fruits of this field have remained the least known
or recognized of all his achievements by posterity.

We

gauge that phase of his life by the better known facts, and
assume that it was done as well.
For convenient classification, Ralegh's
literary efforts may be generally grouped under three heads:
.

•-

his poetry, his History of the World, and his miscellaneous
letters and essaye.

Kuch of his poetry was evoked by rela

tions with literary contemporaries; his History was written
because of the feeling of a real need for much a work as it
would have been if completed; the.essays and letters were
written on subjects in which Ralegh was actively interested
and concerned.

Hume says of him in this regard:

"This was

a man who was essentially a man of action, who used his lit
erary gifts not for themselves, but for other ends, to advor

'

'

cate policies or actions, or to prove contentiens,;not for
the sake of literary form."

TT)

If Ralegh had been an obscure

'
'
:
—
“
Martin A, S. Hume: Sir Walter Ralegh, p. 83

:

-

literary *»a, eecluded from the life of M s perled, we should
probably know as little about him as we do of certain ether
figures of his time, provided this imaginary Ralegh wrote as
little as the real Ralegh did that eoneerned his life out
side his affairs of state.

Besides his History and his too

few poems, his works consist of these letters on situations
in which he was playing a large part, essays on the condi
tions of the government and country, and accounts of his
travels,.

If he had not taken a functional part in these

situations, if he had not been actively connected with these
esurt intrigues, if he had not undertaken these hazardous
voyages, we should have none of this more imaginative capa
city which rounds out Ralegh's character to the fascinating
perfection it commands to-day.
From the time of his first entrance into
the court of Elizabeth until the time of his execution as
an old man past sixty, his name was constantly in the annals
of the age and the documents of court, as well as figuring
in an enormous private correspondence.

He was sent to Ire

land early in his career to quell an insurrection there.
took part in the Netherlands' uprising.

He

He was banished to

the Tower by Elizabeth because of an affair with one of her
court ladies.

He outfitted several expeditions to America.

He was condemned for treason against James I., but was final
ly given a parole after twelve years of imprisonment to make
a final voyage to Guiana, where he was confident of discover
ing a gold mine with which to buy back his freedom.

But he

•7-

failed ingloriously, and lost his son In an erieemiter with
the natives heeides.

So he retained to England to he be

headed, dying with the same independent grace with which
he had lived.
Queerly enough, perhaps, the quality and
aptitude of Ralegh's that his earlier contemporaries ad
mired the most was his literary abilityi
above all a poet.

T@ them he was

Futtenham is quoted by Aubrey as saying

as early as 1589 that "for ditty and amorous ode", he
found Sir Walter Ralegh's "vein most lofty. Insolent, and

'(2)
passionate".

Three hundred years of criticism has net

improved upon such a concise statement of Ralegh's poetic
style.

Bit with criticism as well as the creative work

of such an age, the little that was said was supplemented
by the implication of the much that was done.

Behind Ral

egh's verses to Gascoigne, for instance, we know there are
already rich years of training, of which we know so tantllizingly little, but which had prepared him for the sort of
life he was about to enter.

We wonder what it was that

enabled him to say with a sort of youthful preecciousneas::
"For whoso reapes renowne aboue the rest.
With heapss of hate, shal surely be opprest,"
whether it was a characteristic imposed upon him by cir
cumstances, or whether it was an inborn trait, a sort of
W " ---- ------ ------—
—
------—
— ... :
Aubrey's "Brief Lives", vol. 2, p. 187

;
-------

-einherent knowledge of his own end.

At any rate, it is

singularly prophetic of his stormy career.
And hack of his most famous poem, perhaps.
The M e , we know there is an accumulation of bitterness
and scorn of human foibles which a less intense nature
would have expressed in a certain goodhumoured satire.
Borne knew better than Ralegh "the bllndneese of fortune",
and the following lines of the same etansat
"fell friendship of unkindnesse,
tell justice of delay
And if they will reply
then give them all the lie"
show with terrible earnestness the intensity with which
he took his fortunes.
In any consideration of Ralegh's work as
a literary ereater, I believe it is absolutely necessary
to remember that he was primarily a man of action.

What

his contemporaries thought of his literary activities should
net concern us here except as a matter of curiosity, for
they praised many whom we have forgetten, and neglected
others whom we esteem most highly.
first.

Ralegh was not a poet

He was a soldier and a courtier.

Whatever he pro

duced in the way of creative imaginative or original work
was done for the sole pleasure of generating it.

It is in

this respect that the amateur has the dietinet advantage
ever the professional writer.

In Ralegh's case there was

not even the incentive of public acknowledgment, for none
of his verse was ever meant for publication, his essays

••9“
were written to advocate policies which were more vital to
him than any personal renown, and even hio History was com
posed' without any thought of praise.

The fact that it was

written with a purpose explains its didactisisza, and ac
counts for its "being the least simple and representative
of any of his work/

.

•

II

The first poem of Ralegh1s of which we have
any knowledge io those verses published in 1576, prefixed
to Gascoigne*8 satirical poem, The Steele Olasae.

It was

said to have been written by Walter Rawely of the Middle
Temple,

Oldys has pointed out the first doubt that ee-

curred in connection with Raleghts authorship of this
poem* Was he ever a member of the Middle Temple?

At his

trial he swore that he had never read a word of law in
his life, but Oldys, although doubting that he was ever
regularly entered there, suggests that he may have lived
there following his return to England from the ware in
. (3) ..
■
•
.
France. Later critics, hewever, have discovered Ralegh’s
name inscribed in the register the year previous to the
publication of Gascoigne’s poem,
Oldys also advanced arguments, if further
proof were needed, supporting the friendship of Ralegh with
Gaseoigne,

He indicates that they may have met abroad in

the foreign wars in which it is known they both participated.
The fact that Gaseoigne’s motto, "Tam marti quam merourlo",
was later adopted by Rale^i, and that Lord

of filten

"I'sJ
' -■
.
- Work#. Oxford edition, Vol. I, p. 22

-

- 10-

■'' ■ - -

under whom Ralegh served in Ireland, was Gascoigne’s pa
tron, seems to imply more than a passing knowledge of
each other's existence.

The Steele Glaase. in fact, was

dedicated to Lord Grey.

The only original contribution

to this matter that I can make is the discovery ef a busi
ness relationship between Gascoigne and Ralegh* s half-bro
ther, Sir Humphrey Gilbert.

Gilbert ohoso Gascoigne as

the editer of his Disoourse ef Dieeoueric for presentation
to the queen as a sort of petition for a voyage which he
wished her to authorize.

If, as hao been suggested, Ralegh

recommended Gascoigne, it is extremely likely that they
were geed friends, but the mere fact that they were friends
may have been enough te influence Gilbert to accept him
without any definite statement cm Ralegh’s part.

Any evi

dence such a# this, of course, must, in the end, remain
mere or less conjecture*
Of Ralegh’s relationship with Christopher
Marlowe we have more authentic record*

Other figures ef

the day may have had more influence on Marlowe in more spe
cific ways, but Ralegh seems to have left the greatest
general impression on Marlowe’s genius*

Both historic

record and literary tradition indicate their companionship*
Marlowe in all probability recognized in Ralegh the most
powerful of all his associates, since he was of the nobili
ty, a favorite with the queen, at the height of his politi
cal and court career, and a commanding figure in the social

12v@rld.

Their names were most often linked together in

connection with the «school of atheism" which a contempor
ary legend tells us Sir Walter Ralegh founded.

Throughout

their respective careers, they were "both known as free
thinkers, and condemned as entertaining loose theological
Ideas.

Of Ralegh’s position in this connection I shall

have to speak later.

Of meetings held at which there were

diseussiens of this nature there can he no doubt.

I&irlowe

speaks in early references of reading a paper on the Trinity
before Sir Walter Ralegh and his brother Carew and other
gentlemen at the knight’s house, and he and other now famous
"wits" met frequently at the Mermaid tavern which a contem
porary tells us was also founded by Ralegh.

Here, when in

London and not occupied at eeurt, Ralegh deveted his evenings
to the literary geniusee ef his day.

Here, too, he may

have encountered Shakespeare, and we may regret that there
were none to record such a meeting.
Although doubts have also been advanced as
to the authenticity of Ralegh’s poem in reply to Marlowe’s
The Passionate Shepherd to l&s Love, the evidence is now
fairly conclusive in view of Izaak Walton’s comment some
sixty years later, and a note in contemporary handwriting
in an early edition of the anthology in which it was first
printed.

The Reply is usually quoted with the Marlowe

poem, and equals its light fancy in a graver stateliness.
Although we have so little of his poetry from which to

15evolve a statement of indlridual style, the same oharaoterlstlos are amazingly traceable In many of the poems,
ie that to reeorti t® internal evidenee is xiltimately per
haps the surest test in t M s o a s e , although not so satis
factory as literal undenialls facts.

After several stanzas

setting forth the impossibility of such a world as Marlowe*s,
he oloses with typical Raleghan worldliBessi

.

"Bit eould youth last, and leue still breeds.
Had ioyes no tote, nor age no needs,
Then these delights my minde might moue.
To H u e with thee, and be thy leue."

He. saw1
, not without a certain cynical scorn, t h r o u # the
shows and shallowness of the world| and the knowledge of
the part he himself played in its hypocrisy and fawning
extravagance did not sweeten such an acknowledgment.

Such

an attitude could have proceeded from no hand more properly
■

than his own.

\

:

'

' .

'

;

v .' Thai Ralegh knew Ben Joason is substantiated
by the fact that the latter was hired for a time to serve
as tutor to tolegh*s oldest son.

There is the story of

young Walter placing Ben tenderly in a clothes basket and
having him carried to his father with the message that he
was sending his Tutor home slightly the worse for drink.
They may have gone abroad together, since there are also
stories of escapades together in Paris, all of which must
have displeased Ralegh greatly, since he abhorred drunkennemo' or excess of any kind.

It was probably Ralegh* s reac-

-14tlona to these ocourrenceo that cammed Bern to say that he
"esteemed more fame than conselence".

At any rate, whatever

feelings may have been aroused between them, Jenson and
Ralegh must have been on better terms after their return
from Prance, during whloh time Ralegh had been In prison
following the first trial for treason under James*

Jenson

unwittingly contributed a portion to The History of the
World, which Ralegh incorporated Into M s work.

Although

no credit is given there for the source, Joneon*s state
ment to Drmmnond that he had sent him a piece of the Punic
Wars, and the fact that Ralegh had altered and set it in
.

■

(4 )

his book, may be accepted ao evidence of his hand in it.
He is the acknowledged author of a set of anonymous verses
explanatory of an allegorical frontapiece which prefaced
the History, according to some to his biographers, but the
edition of the History shleh I worked with did not include
these* ■

: ':

■ *

-

'

Of any personal friendship with Sir Philip
Sidney we know little.

They were bora just two years

apart, yet their lives lay as far apart as the poles.

Sid

ney represented a type of chivalry which looked bask to a
previous age, while Ralegh, although realising in serious
earnest the life of knight-errantry feigned in romances,
nevertheless, looked forward in spirit to a more dynamic
ideal than that represented in Sidney's Arcadia*

*[4)

”

'

:

It was

~

Conversations with Drummond, appendix to Ben Joniom
The m n and His Work. Vol. I, p. 162

-IS-
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.

the f&et that Sidney died in battle in as fine and splen
did a way as even Ralegh night have wished J>o that moved
hi* to write his Epitaph on Sidney rather than any real
affection for his career*
There is a story that the Earl of Oxford
sent Ralegh to intercede with Sidney after a quarrel be
tween .the latter and hlmeelf.

Oxford had called Sidney a

"puppy* f taking such liberty from the fact that Leicester,
Sidney's unele, was now in temporary disgrace because of
the revealing of his secret marriage.

All his friends and

followers were regarded with less favor than hitherto, and
Sidney was consequently subjected to such insults ae these.
Sidney, of course, challenged him, but in the meantime the
lords had entreated the Queen to effect a reconciliation.
Sidney disliked the terms of her demands, and refused to
carry out the spirit of her attitude.

At any rate, there

was no duel* and a little later Oxford sent Ralegh to Sid
ney to suggest that their differences come to an end.
Whether it was Ralegh's diplomacy, or a natural abating of
Sidney's own anger, we do not know, but both sides seem to
have been satisfied.
Both Sidney and Ralegh accompanied Leicester
and his train to Antwerp in 1582 with the Duke of Anjou,
and in 1584 Sidney sat in Parliament and voted to approve
a bill defending the limits of Ralegh's new colony in Vir
ginia.

Sidney's own biographers suggest that in the steps

taken to render the colony prosperous, "it was Sidney’s
intention by assisting Ralegh*a work, to prepare for exer■•1-' ''.
,
'(5 )
ieising his own rights as a colony maker".
And herein
Ralegh surpassed Sidney.

He may hare lacked his fine en

thusiasms and nobleness, but neither did he have Sidney*s
fine affectations.

But the Elizabethan age could not have

done without either of then.

-

V i
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'
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'
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Ralegh's relationship with Spenser was the
most fruitful of all his career.

It was at the house at

Youghal where we have the first definite record of their
:
':
:
■ ' , ' ■ ■■
meeting. Spenser's poem, Oolln Clout's Come Home Again,

■

"

'

■

:

■

'

.

.

:

• ;

.

'

•.

.

'

'

records the excitement and thrill that Spenser felt when
Ralegh, who had lived so fully the life he was portraying
in M s

own Faerle Queens. appeared in all the glory of his

young strength,

Spenser had felt deeply the death of Sidney,

to whom he owed so many of his Meals $ and Ralegh in the
vigor of his vision and the energy of his resolve brought
to Spenser a warmth of assurance and sympathy that went far
to restore in him the confidence necessary to the comple
tion of his great work.

The old house speaks yet of Ralegh's

presence, and how much more must hie vivid personality have
dominated when he was actually present j

We know that they

spent long hours together, in the hills back of the Manor,
Spenser reading aloud M s immortal verses, while
Ti]
H. R. fox^BoumeV

"
' ""
—
Sir Rhllin Sidney, p. 298

•17Ral«^a replied with his own lament on the unklndneas of
Cynthia.

There are pioturee left even to-day in the. back-

seeing vision of the Irish folk at You^ial of Ralegh goihg
up the broad stairs with his ana about Spenser's shoulder,
flourishing a manuscript "immortal beyond any of his own".
Ihether Ralegh introduced Spenser at court
because he realized the real worth of the poem or because
he saw in this act an opportunity for reinstating himself
in Elisabeth's favor, it is idle to say.

That Ralegh was

not above resorting to selfish petty ways of gaining his own
ends we do act deny, but neither may we deny that he saw real
worth where it lay latent.

At any rate, we have the story

of his return to England taking Spenser with him, whom he
presented at court as the author of what has turned out to
be the most extravagant of all the eulogies on Elizabeth.
She, by some freak of fancy, accepted the poem, gave Spenser
a pension, and restored Ralegh to favor.

Their ways p arted

then, Ralegh to go on to the gloomier portion of hie career,
in which, perhaps, it is better Spenser did not live to know him.
Out of their relationship came from Ralegh's
hand the sennet beginning with one of the loveliest lines in
Elizabethan poetry*
"Bethought I saw the graue, where Laura lay,"
and which goes on to make Petrarch weep with envy and Homer
tremble for his fame.
It is somehow fitting that such a figure as

(6)
Atlantic Monthly, vol. 66, p. 780

18Spenaer1s should have found its counterpart in Ralegh#
All the sweetness of his nature contrasts sharply v/ith the
audacity and insolence of Ralegh; his quaintness and
stateliness of figure stand out in effective relief
against Ralegh’s high-handed practicality.

Bat in spite 1

of these rather obvious differences, Ralegh lived a greater
romance than any Speneer ever wrote; while Spenser, for all
his imagination and gallant ohivalrio ideals, lived and
died rather sanely.

Such was the way of Elisabethan life.

Perhaps in none of the minor Elizabethan*
was the personality of the writer reflected more than in
Ralegh and hie work*

As has been emphaeized before, it

was only when at leisure or when some problem weighed
heavily on hi a mind, that he had recourse to authorship*
It is the work of the latter periods that represents him
in all the natural vigor and boundless vision of his norm
al life*

Such representative works are his The Last light

of the Revenge and his Discovery of Guiana*

The Relation

of the Cadiz Action may be classed with the former in sub
ject matter, but lacks that tragedy of the Revenge story
which makes it still inspiring to followers of practical
ideals*
^

His description of Guiana was written in defence

of his integrity, but served to mark him among his politi
cal and social friends as a bit of a fabricator*

In spite

of their credulity, the Elizabethans were amazingly hardheaded and literal*

While they could indulge in witch

craft to an absurd extent, they failed to see the elements
of truth in an episode which surpassed their wildest imagin
ings.

But just as it is this combination of worldly sophis

tication and naive credulity that gives the Elizabethan age
....... -19-
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ito romance, so it is the hiending of the two personali
ties that makes Ralegh1e figure still intriguing.

It pre

vented Ralegh, aa it prevented hia contemporaries, from
being wholly gross, or barbarously ignorant.

It delivered

Ralegh from the decadence of inverted romanticism, or the
destroying energy of a too-dominant materialism.

His poems

have enough of idealism in them to indicate his spirit in
its more: beautiful moments.

Such lines as these show, per

haps, better than any other, the quality of hope that kept
his courage hot in his breast after years of imprisonment
and frustrations
•Butt L o u e i s a durable lyre
In the mynde euer burnynge:
neuer sycke neuer euld neuer dead z7y
From itt selfe neuer turnynge:«
It was only when at leisure that the sincerity
of his busier moments gave way to an impatient bitterness,
when he saw not only things as they ought to be, but sadly
enough, too, the impossibility of realizing ideals generated
by eueh a vision as his.

To such periods as these are we

indebted for the bulk of his poetry.

He craved the partici

pation in the Joint affairs of mankind, in the activities
that take men from studies and cells; and during periods of
enforced Idleness, he was scornful and chafing to be into
the fight again.
(?)

Hence it is that his poetry has a melan-

'
" .
"
' 1
~
*—
‘ 1
As You Came From The Holy Land. Latham edition, p, 101
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choly tone which runs through his life like a sober design.
This is rather curiously absent from hia prose, but 1 think
the fact may be attributed to the cause mentioned above.
His prose was tee often exposition, and in his poetry, a
subjectivism new in B ^ L i s h literature was manifesting it-

In any consideration of Ralegh’s poetry, I
believe it is necessary to consider each poem .separately,
as a distinct and complete indication of the author1s capa
city at that moment, rather than to try to see in an author
as fragmentary as Ralegh any definite growth of style or
distinctly determined qualities or characteristics*

Too

often critics read into the matter under discussion a mean
ing, a quality, a style, that it dees not possess*
I can see in Ralegh’s poetry a certain strain
of melancholy, a tendency to philosophize on the transiency
of the:world in which he moved and had his being, and a cer
tain epigrammatic quality to many of his lines| but beyond
these characteristics I find no sustained quality or indi
vidual style sufficient to assign certain doubtful poems to
Ralegh on the basis of internal evidence*

Too many other

writers of his time chose the same subjects upon which to
exercise their pens; too many others ehese a like vein of
melancholy as'best expressive of their moods,

ittio is fonder,

for instance, than Shakespeare, of the image of the world
representing a stage on which "all the men and women are

merely players"?

When we come to Ralegh’s lines expressing

this same idea, we find no original oontrihmtlon to the no
tion, hut an elaboration of the familiar metaphor, given us,
it is true, in some of Ralegh’s finest lines.

Ralegh’s is

fairly representative of the bulk of the poetry of his age.
He lived with greater force and intensity than any of his
contemporaries, hut the range of hie literary powers was
limited, as his life was not, to those actions with which
most Ellsabethans were familiar.
It does not follow that Ralegh as a poet is
unworthy of study.

I think he decidedly is.

As far as he

goes, he may vie with the best of M s age for honors.

But

I do not believe, as Mr. Hume states, that "he was one of
■
'
'
•
'
■ ■
' (®)
the greatest literary geniuses England ever produced". If
that were true, his name would call up more to-day them a
picture of one of Elizabethan England’s most elegant gentle
men.

Bit it is the fact that he did so much else well be

sides being the poet that he was which makes him worthy of
critical study.
If we apply this method to a study of indi
vidual poems, we find that the imagery of A Farewell to
False Love constitutes that poem’s chief merit.

It con

sists of five stanzas of which all but the first line and
the last stanza are epithets applied to false love.

Such

lines as these make it rich in variety and memorable for
151
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the boldness of the simile:
"A raging cloud that runs before the wind,
A substance like the shadow of the sun,
'#
#
'#
e
#
e
'
An idle boy that sleeps in pleasure’s lap,
#

'

#

#

* '

#

#

.

a temple full of treason. *
In this poem we see one of the best examples of Ralegh’s
tendency to make each line complete in itself.

There is

no interlocking of thought, no interdependence of lines,
no Involved phrasing.

The whole effect is one of terse

ness, as though he were saying in little that which im
plied a world of meaningful background.

Sometimes we may

wonder how Ralegh same to be eo bitter about love, since
his own marriage was a particularly successful one tu t::
a court teeming with disgrace and intrigue.

Of course the

love he pretended for Elizabeth early in his career had a
deal to do with much of his poetry, but any dissatisfac
tion that she had dealt him could hardly account for such
an outburst as this.

Perhaps it was just a generalization

on the whole attitude of the Klisabethan and Jacobean
courts toward constancy and morality, although the images
are chiefly remarkable for the strength of their particular
application.

The figure is a familiar one in such periods

of literature, and no doubt a courtier was expected to on. tertain such a viewpoint in order to belong to the select
circle in which the cream of the court moved.
The structure of the poem is remarkable in

-24relation to some of Ralegh’s poetry for the sustained thought
and maintenance of strength throughout.

There is no waning

of aptness, no exhaustion of the best early in the lines,
no sense of anticlimax or weakening*

Some of the figures,

it is true* are more vivid than others, but all are equal
in poetic suggestion.
The sonnet on Spenser’s poem has already been
mentioned, but it is interesting to note the qualities that
make it one of Ralegh1a best. • If it is extravagant we need
only remember the lavishness of the poem in whose praise it
was written, and the prodigality of Spenser1s acclaim of
Ralegh as his patron.
in language equal.

Any reply must necessarily have been

In the dedicatory cpictle to Elizabeth,

Spenser hoped that his Faerie Queene might go down to pos
terity with Elizabeth’s immortality, and Ralegh foresaw the
memory of Spenser’s lines living side by side with Petrarch’s
and Homer’s.

If he thought Spenser might excel them, it

was simply that tendency of contemporary criticism

to give

the living their just due now.
The poem is regularj the twelve lines ef it
alternately rhyming, the last two rhyming.

In the first

eight lines, the image of Laura’s grave is well attended
by a sustained description of its atmosphere and the events
that came to pass with the advent of the usurping queens
"Methought I
Within that
Was wont to
To see that
Whose tumbe

saw the graue, where Laura lay,
Temple, where the vestall flame
burnc, and passing by that way.
buried dust of liulng fame.
faire loue, and fairer vertue kept;"

-•
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tho recognition of the greater power comes to the author
with a simple oUeis&aee, an assurance that is never ques
tioned;

,

,

"All sudd© inly I saw the Baery queeine:
At whose approch the eoule of Petrarke wept;"
hut in the eeaeluding six lines, the spirits thus, disturbed
do net aeoept the "aeeeese of that celestiall theife" with
the same graee that Ralegh does, for
,

'

:

'

.

.

....... -

.

-

'*

'

'

\

.

'

''

.

.

-

"Hereat the hardest stones were seene to bleed,
And grones of buried ghostee the heuens did perse."
Thus due commendation is given Spenser without depriving
the ancients of their dignity and glory.

There is a. sweet

ness about this sonnet that mutii of his other poetry lacks,
a softness of image that gives Ralegh a claim to greatness
in variety.

It is the absence of the very quality that

makes the preeeding poem rather epigrammatic that does this
for the sonnet.

The diffusion of thought gives it a running

quality that the other lacks.
Another of the Same. I cannot help thinking,
was written more for Elisabeth^ ears than in praise of The
Faerie aneene. although this sonnet, too, was appended to
early editions of Spenser*s work.

It smacks too much of

that exaggerated flattery in which Ralegh exceeded all others
of his time.

We must remember that it was neeessary for him

to appear grateful for his reinstatement into royal favor,
and with that peculiar subt^ty in which Elizabeth herself
was so well vereed, he wrote the linesi

«Meati while she shall peroeime, how far her verities sere
Ahoue the reach of all that H u e , or such as wrote of
.yerev '
;
:. '
And thereby will excuse and fauour thy good will*
*

#

. #

, #

, *

. *

*

#

*

'

Of rao no lines are lou’d, nor letters are of price.
Of all which speak our English tongue, but those
;of thy denies,”
‘
which he knew well enough would deafen her temporarily to
the growing power of stronger rivals.
This sonnet, like the other, fellow* the
popular eight*line, six-line form, the first division con
taining lines exhorting Spenser to underrate the subjest ef
his work in no way, the last acknowledging the extent of
her greatness v\

^

"Whose vertue can not be expreet, but by an
Angels quill."
Even at first glance it is obvious that this sonnet lacks
the fineness and sincerity of the other.

Its adulation is

too grossly apparent, its figures too abstract and unrespon
sive, the lines too long and not well enough defined.

It

suffers, all of Ralegh1c puposive work does, from excess
of poorly simulated affectation.
The Epitaph Upon the Right Honorable SjLr
Philip Sidney, etc. would seem to indicate to those who
advocate a growth in the development of Ralegh's literary
style that such a thesis is more or less untenable, since
this was written early in his literary career, ten years
after his lines to Gascoigne, true, but during which time
he had not lifted.his pen to write a line of poetry.

Much

that was had came after this, some that equalo it, and as
much that was hotter.

Ralegh did net practice his poetic

art enough to develop a style.

If the characteristica ap

pear more mature, it is because the man is attaining maturi
ty through experience! with life and war and death and failure.
If his Bnltanh is one ef his beet poems, it is because he
felt eapable at that moment of producing such a monument to
a man whom, he felt to be truly great at the time of his death,
and not because he was developing style.
ered about such things.

Ralegh never both-.

Whatever he did in the way of crea

tive work was done without conscious evolution and oast
aside without further care.
The poem consists of fifteen stanzas of four
verses each, of which the outer linos rhyme and the two in
ternal ones.

It is fairly simple except one stanza which

presents a little difficulty in syntax, although the sense
appears after some study.

He becomes a little more involved

here than in most of his other poetry, but this seems to be
characteristic of his longer poetic efforts.

In his attempt

to pack the lines full of Sidney’s spirit, he produces some
thing that is hot quite clear for being so condensed;

But

the grave solemnity of the lines seems to keep step with
Sidney’s personality, dominating English thought more in
death that he had in life,

Ralegh admits that in life he

had praised him as so many others had only in thought.

He

strikes a hopeful note when he tries to reconcile Sidney’s

lesser less by M s greater gain:
"bHat hath he loot, that ouch great grace hath woon,
Yoong yeeres, fer endlcs yeeres, and hope vheure,
Of fortunes gifts, for wealth that still shall dure,
Oh, happie race with so great praises rum,*
and he eleses with a magnaninity that forgets in death
the petty quarrels and mean relationsMps ©f life.
Like to a Hermite Poore, written about 1693,
marks a return to the old rein characteristic of A Farewell
to False Love and contains much else that is reminiscent
of it.

Its appearance as late as 1609 in a pamphlet called

To day; a man. To morrow none, gave rise to the theory that
it, too, tegather with several other lines, wan written the
night before hia expected execution following the first
trial for treason under James I., but Inter authorities
maintain that this appearance is a reprint ef the same poem
which first appeared as early ao 1593 in an Elizabethan am(9)
thology called The Phoenix Host. But whatever the date,
the essential quality of the poem remains the same.
It consists of three stanzas of four versee
each, alternately rhyming, and one concluding stanza of
two rhyming verses.

It has a peculiar musical quality

which makes it very readable without permitting it to de
generate into doggerel.

Each line, with two exceptions,

represents a complete image, giving the poem an effect of
one-level inspiration.

There is no rise and fall of emo

tional response; there is only a reiterance of one shade
m

'
:
Like to a H.rmlt Poore. Latham Edition, Note, p. 169

-29of feeling which is struck in the first line and which
falls with repeated emphasis upon the ease chord until the
effect has been driven deep.

There is no letting dewn at

the end, only a final note that completes the sense ef
isolation and seals its remembrance beyond hope.
But in spite of all this, there is a certain
beauty of vision that makes one not averse to such a life
as Ralegh pictured in this ideal retirement from his rest
less world:
*1^ foods shall be of care and screw made,
By drink.nought else but teares falne from mine eiec.
And for my light in such obscured shade,
The flames shall serue, which from ray hart arise."
Somehow we might almost wish that Ralegh had found such a
"place obscure" where he might have spent his last days in
peace.

But in that way there would not have been the grand

yet really gambling and unscrupulous enterprises, the long
years of prison, and finally the net unfitting close in the
English statesman's death by the headsman.

If Ralegh sighed

for peace ten years before his troubles really began, he ac
cepted such a life when actually confronted with it.

Here

after he acceptid the challenge rather than avoided it.

If

he never became reconciled to it, if he did not attain seeuri
ty in isolation, it was still
"My staffe of broken hope whereon lie stale"
that sustained him through twelve year# of imprisonment,
and although

"Of late repentance linckt with long desire,
The couch is fram M e whereon my limhes lie lay,"
it was on such a, couch that he generated the idea of that
last voyage, that strange sad flash of energy that finally
” • . let la death when Isue and Fortune

would ."

The Farewell to the Court was printed also
in The Phoenix Best.

This seems in many ways a flat con

tradiction to the expression of the preceding poem.

Its

eeaetruetion is identical with Like to a Hermit Poor, but
he seems to have attained here mentally this desired state
of isolation, where he mig&t muse at ease upon such woes
as time cannot cure; but once attained he seems to regret
the fact that
"Like thruthles dreames, so are my ioyes expired,
And past returns, . . ."
and that his lost delights. Instead of furnishing him the
inspiration for future days, leaves him alone in uakhewn
paths*

/

And then follows that beautiful line which lifts

the entire poem out of the limbo of forgotten creations to
a place where we retain those truths too deep for discussion;
"Of all which past, the screw enely stales."
In The Excuse we have an entirely new vein
of thought.

In structure it is comparable to A Farewell to

False Love, having six-line stanmas alternately rhyming ex
empt for the last two which rhyme together, and similar
verse metre.

But there the similarity.eoases.

Where the

other is wary and unbelieving, this is only doubtful and

■'

■'

;

•

'

' :

■

'

'
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■
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■

'

'
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finally and completely von over to the author’s mood.

He

reealle how once he attempted to cast off,his heart, hut
how it purchased hia grace because it had.seen his mistress’s
face.

He could not then slay it, beeanee it no longer be

longed to him.

And then follows the third and last stanzas

"At length when I percelu'd both eie and hart,
Bxcusde tbemeeluee, as guiltles of mine ill,
I found my selfe was cause of all my smart,
And tolde my selfe, my selfe how slay I wills
But when I found my selfe to you was true,
I l o u ‘d my selfe, bicause my selfe lou’d you."
It seems rather foolish, as most conceits, in the solution
of its premise, but it gains in naivete what it loses in wis
dom and truth.

It is a welcome relief from the seber melan

choly and bitter ranting of other of his poems.

We may sus

pect, however, a well-concealed sarcasm, a slight ironical
pity that it should be thus.

It seems to have been started

with honorable intentions of being nothing more than light
fancy, an honest attempt to attain an outlook entirely for
eign to his usual nature, perhaps with no more motive than
as an experiment, but with the usual consequence of unfore
seen re suit s . A t the end he sees the undramatic effect of
such construction, and saves himself by a bit of well-turned
ironic humour.

It prevents any of his critics, too, from

holding Ralegh up as the always bitter, always Insolent, al
ways unscrupulous figure.

It redeems him from being wholly

a romantic myth in a strangely paradoxical age, as we are so
often tempted to treat him.

He had his lighter momenta, and

this was one of the quaintest.

In ^

t o M e of Hit, of longue and I^se la

a purely mechanical piece of work*

It ooneiata of eighteen

stanzas each containing four two-word lines.

It appears on

the page am six rows of three columns , and may be read
either across or up and down.

It is characteristic of much

court writing, due in great part to the influence of John
lyly.

His affectaticns and high-flown phrases penetrated

readily into the poetry of the succeeding decades, and found
eager pens ready to eonstruct some fantastic thing such as
this.

v’

V'V'' .
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It^s subject matter relates the effeet of face,
tongue, and wit on the eye, ear and heart respectively.

If

considered by columns, it takes up the face and eye relation
ship alternately, the tongue-ear, and the wit-heart.

By rows

it considers each stimulus and then each responsive organ al
ternately.

Each section contains an internal alternate, also

(md the whole effeet is strangely like a cross-word puzzle..
It has no intrinsic value, since it is highly
artifloial and ve^r obviously built, but it is worth noting
since it ^illustrates Ralegh*s adaptable faculty.

It dees

not alxvays remain that the jugglers may turn real poets on
coeasion, but in this case, I think it does moan that Ralegh
used this capacity to such advantage that it appears in his
better efforts as spontaneous and unpremeditated.
A Poesie to Provo Affection is not Love has
only recently been added to the Ralegh collections of verse.

The latham edltioB aeiigna its publication to 1602 in 4
Poetical Rhapsody, a collectlon^of poems printed for the
first time mainly from MS sources.

It may by no means "be

ranked with Ralegh's best, since it but? repeats in a not
too new way his old quarrel with love.

He makes the fine

distinction between love and affection, and then takes up
the qualities of affection with no further reference to
love, except at the end where he denounces hia contempor
aries for an identification of the two.

■

There are six stanzas of six verses each,
-

•

following the a a b b 0 e pattern, in which all the threads
do not fit accurately.
\

They match near enough to appear

alike, but when read aloud the difference is annoying.

If

there were no resemblamee at all, the discrepancy might be
fergiven.

As it is, it remains a fault,

In contrast to

the lines of A Farewell to False Love, the thought here is
presented in two-line sections with the total effect of a
more involved style, although in reality it is practically
as simple.

The images are more abstract and less bold than

those of the Farewell, with the exception of on* stansa,
which, in ooneeqaenee, stands out as the strongest one in
the poem.

There the figures are drawn from natural experi

ence and possess a vitality that the less realistic meta
phors lack.

The final stanza is strangely dissatisfying,

to Prove^Affeetion is not Love. Latham edition.

*34as though Balegh had written on after his Isailration seased
to prompt hint*

There is a sense almost of hathos in this

sudden descent from the comparatively elevated to such com- .
monplaoea , and merely tends to lessen the impression of the
ether five stansae#

But even in the greatest literary groiueee,

none have ever euetnined their muse infallibly; so perhaps
Ralegh may be forgiven, who did not even pretend any claim
to greatness* .

,

.

^
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It is hard te reeemelle with such a ^oem, the
lines entitled The Passionate m n ' s Pilgrimage.

Its sub

title, "Supposed to be Written by,One at the Point of Death",
has been taken by some to mean before Ralegh* s supposed exe
cution in 1®03*

Certainly its quiet faith and calm surety

are in keeping with the letter he wrote'his wife, then fully
assured that there was no •other hope left for himi Whether
hie expression of piety is the not unusual result of misfor
tune, since many recognise the need of that sort of comfort
only when in danger @r trouble; er the natural oonsequenee
of an inward faith, it is hard to say.

At mo other time

than that in which Ralegh is dejected and cast down by re
verses does he speak of God*

But his work is filled with

such expression simply because most of it was written at
sueh times*

If he had been wholly an atheist, Sponsor

would never have confided in him the ethical scheme of his
V

■ 1.

ideal of a moral world; he could not have affected the spirit
... -

...

..

of piety with which his History of the World is embued

-
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throughout; ^ho could not have written to his wife:
• • . . God hath prevented all my determinations; the great
God that worketh all in all • • • Love God, and heginne betyeee to repose yourself on Him? therein shall you find
true and lastinge ritehes, and endless comfort*, (11)
Perhaps it was part of such comfort that sustained him on
the seaffeld.
The Pilgrimage is composed of seven irregu
lar stansas of six, twelve, ten, six, eight, eight, and eight
lines each.

The end rhyme is largely irregular, also, hut

the whole poem taken together presents a smoothness that the
more regular ones lack.

The early stanzas run quietly along

with the simplicity of the imagery:
"Glue mo my Scallop shell of quiet,
My staffs of Faith to walke vpon,
V/hilst my soule like a white Palmer:
Trauels to the land of heauen,
Ouer the siluer roountaines.
Where spring the Vsetar fountainesi
And there lie kisse:
The Bowie of hlisse,
And drink my eternal fill
On euery milken hilll"
Then in the last three stanzas the mood changes to a harsh
one in which he rails against the injustice of his trials
"From thence to heauene Brihelee hall
Where no corrupted voyces brail*
:
Ho Oonaeience molten into gold,
•Nor forg'd aoousers bought and sold."
How well he knew the frailty of human courts, after that
■
■■
• ■•
•
trial that still stands out aa an unequalled example of
/
'

"

■-

THT
Letter to his Wife. Oxford edition, Vol. VIII, p. 648

infamous injuotice.

But he might have saved his invective

for the long years of weary imprisonment awaiting him.
(too® more he rose to euoh heights, hut this time with greater
dignity and heauty than ever before.

Opposition seemed to

lend him that.strange oharm that still envelops him to-day.
This poem by its very irregularity seems to suggeet a strong
personal emotion, an inward conflict of desire and rebellion
that makes it peculiarly Ralegli’s own.

We feel that there

is more of his unconscious nature here than in other of the
poems.

Here he attains a position beyond himself for a

moment, from which he may see things in their true perepeetive, and not colored by an*interpretation of his own fabri
cation.

■ ... v

■ , -

.
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And now we come to that poem of Ralegh*s
i M h a s

been chosen by so many as representative of his

life in all its rich and checkered experiences.

It is cha%%%J

teristio of his attitude, of the circumstances responsible
for much an outlook, and of those individual traits which
made him the •best-hated man in all England".
'EM MS.

composed of thirteen six-line

stwizas of which the first four lines rhyme alternately, and
the last two together.

This seems to be the form most used

by Ralegh, and is admirably suited to the subject matter of
this poem.

Ralegh sends his soul to fling the,gauntlet in

the faee of the world and all its insincerity and hypocrisy.

The poem moves with all the accumulated passion and bitter
ness ®f ten years of experience in a court that
. . glows,
and shines like rotten wood."
Just as many of the other epithets apply equally to Ralegh*e
position*

These are two of the best stansaes
"Tell zeale it wants deuotion
tell loue it is but lust,
Tell time it meets but motion,
tell flesh it is but dust.
And wish them not replie
;for thou must;glue the lie.
"Tell age it daily wasteth,
tell honour how it alters.
Tell beauty how she blasteth
tell fauour how it falters
And as they shall reply,
Glue euery one the lie."

He takes a slap at all contemporary institutionss medicine,
•harity, law, art, education.

All suffer from his seem.

There is no pity, no compassion, only southing irony and
virulent contempt.

The Lie is not a poem written by one

who had suffered personally yet.

It is in no way the ex

pression of a thwarted individual.

It was written, con

trary to all but very recent investigation, in 1598, just

(18)
at the peak of his court career*

Positions of influence

and wealth had been showered upon him, and he was in every
way the envy of lesser rivals*

In view of this fact, the

poem takes on a genuineness that a personal grudge would
lack.

T

H

l

It was net so much the fact that men carried them-

:

The Lie. Latham edition, note, p. 156

eelrea through affairs as they did, hut that the system
which existed made it necessary for such practice to eontinue.

Ralegh himself.could make no criticism against un-

Bcrupulouanesa.

Hie own Machiavellian tactics could

not

always hear scrutiny. . But it was the necessity cf surviv
ing that made men dishonest, and the will to dominate that
made them treacherous•

Ralegh disooyered hefore his death

.•the full ext e n t o f such diplomacy, but that he recognized
its potential danger before it had touched him makes his
fall the. more tragic.

0

.

This contumely lends itself espeeially well
to the style of writing Ralegh has employed herein*

In no

other poem of his do the lines read as short and blunt as
here, where we feel such bluntmoss is born of eonrietion.
He where is his own wit more trenchant than in such lines
as theses
“Tell wit how much it wrangels
in tickle points of nyoenesse.
Tell wisedome she entangles
her selfe in ouer wisenesse*"
Here the lines are more interdependent than in ether stanzas
but these are pithy enough.
vous haste*

The total effect is one of ner

ITelther the sense nor the construction suffers

by it, but one's absorbing faculty becomes saturated long
before the end.

There is the tendency to do some mental

supplementing, although we know that its laconic flow is
sufficient.

On the life of Kan is a "brief piece uphold
ing the familiar conception of life as "but a stage on which
human dramas are enacted*

In the Epitaph on Sidney, he

speaks of him as passing with praise from off this worldly
stage, hut the figure was by no means limited to Ralegh.
All the transition period writers utilized it, so that its
.

.

,

•

.
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•

•
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originality and individuality are not distinguishable here*
The last four lines are the best, and the very last redeems
the poem from mediocrity.

It is that attitude of almost

grim defiance that makes the other lines seem less platitu
dinous t
"Our graves that hide vs from the searching sun.
Are like drawne ourtaynee when the play is done.
Thus march we playing to our latest rest,
Onely we dye in earnest, that's no lest."

IV

It is as a prose writer that posterity re*
members Ralegh most.

Modern evaluation stems to place his

poetry en a level with a great deal of BUsabethan poetry
that is at present being unearthed for purposes of researeh
or studied out of mere iatelleetual curiosityi

But with

his prose, critics have long been eager to associate hie
name, and to assign him due praise.

Every survey of English

literature includes his account of The Last Fight of the
Revenge, and every other collection of seventeenth century
prose includes the famous selection on death from The HIstory
of the World.

His Discovery of Guiana has been ranked with

Purchas or Cooke for wealth of imaginative detail, whichF in
cidentally turned out in the end to be true.

There are oer-

tain qualities which we shall consider in turn that make his
prose suitable for critical study, but for any other reason
on earth, it is intolerable.

The complimentary essays that

have been written in praise of his prose are far worthier
the name of literature.
His account of the Revenge fight
lumined by any imaginative fervor.

unil

We are tempted to wonder

what kind of poetry Ralegh might have written about the sea,
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if hi8 knowledge could have given way to a poetic energy
that’would have vitalized the work far more than do the
misty details of his prose narratives

We cannot pass Judg

ment, however, on the inspirational spirit of Ralegh's muse.
It is only in his handling of his material that criticism is
in order*

And on such a score, much of his tediousness may

he characterized otherwise.

It is necessary to remember

that primarily Ralegh*s intentions were to give vent to
his hatred of the Spanish, to try to rouse his countrymen
to a consciousness of their superiority over the Spaniards.
Such a narrative as that of the Revenge was one of the
things which have "helped to give Ralegh his high reputation
(13)
as a lover of his country", and which makes his trial for
treason against England the more unjustified.

That was why

he wrote it as a denunciation of Spanish cowardice with the
specific example of the fight of the Revenge Inserted in the
middle.

But the men of his age were not sticklers for the

sort of unity that such a story lacks.

It was one in spirit

and purpose and language.
It opens by purposing te counteract the "false
and slandereue Pamphlets" of the Spaniards eoneemihg their
true oonduet in war.

After several paragraphs of illustra

tion and generalisation, he begins his real narrative with
admirable simplicity and straightforwardness.

He describes

ITS]
Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol, IV, p. 65

the situation, th* . « « t l . B of the E n e U e h ship. ^

the

Spanish fleet, and their positions ;at the t . g l m u ^ of the
rlahU

T"ere is no W r a T a e a n o e of figure, nor is there

undue emphasis on statistics and technicalities.

are

tlk,B thr°USh the 10”S hours of the terrible s t r u t s with
the .unhurried case of material which is in the hands of a
master.

And yet we feel no lessening of tenseness, of ex

citement, of stirrins action.

We, too, feel the thrill.f

pride that Palegh must have felt when he wrote of the death
and mysterleu. burial of his kinsman, Sir Richard Srenrille.
rto was the real hero of the story.

The honor and . „ . r t

of the Revengo's sinking should form the true end.of the
piece, but

with

characteristic ardor h e continues with his

deaunelatlon of Spain, and closes with the finest praise of
Elizabeth he ever erete.

its sincerity and naturalness make

it far greater than all the inordinate lavishness of the
Oymthia Tcr.es.

as

a sea-chronicle, the whel. .arratiye

deserre. the name of good writing.

It isvigerou. and ef

fortless, and it breathes of the fresh sea b e . . .

«

atlBde

*. an indieatien of the kind of writing Ralegh could do,
the wholesome objectivity of the Elizabethan literature’of
faet.

1

•

.

a s . S l a s s r s a of ouiana lllu.tr.te. the ether
side of Ralegh's pre....bint,.
Sfter hler,tUrB ^

It was published i„ 16S6

the first voyage to

Guiana.

A.

ha.

been «nti.n.d before, it was written as a d.fene. of his

'

Integrity, tut only nerved to intensify the 'belief that he
wab lying mightily,

Whatever ita reception in England, it

went through feur German editions within three years, and
was extremely popular in Dutch and Latin translations.
The fact that everything he described has since been proved
true, with the exception of the tales told Ralegh by Indians
to whom he gives full credit, leads us to disregard eontem
porary criticism.
He dedicates the account to the Admiral
Charles Howard and Robert Cecil in a letter explaining its
purpose and defending his own position.

He recounts his

earliest knowledge of the country, and the cireumstances of
his voyage.

He closes the epistle with this interesting

remark on his own composition:
* « • • do humbly pray that your honours will excuse such
errors as, without the defence of art, overrun in every
part the following Discourse, in which 1 have neither stu
died phrase, form, nor fashion;M (14)
following that is e,n introductory piese to the reader in
which ho charges the general public with disparaging his
bchaVior.

He defends himself here, too, but in a tone

that differs entirely from that of the dedicatory epistle*
He speaks with some of the self-reliance and freedom of
tongue that made him so difficult to like*

There is no

element of intimidation in this, no plea for belief, no

T

i

n

!

:

HiaoellaneouB Works, Oxford edition, Vol. VIII, p. 384

-44dtsiring of clemency.

He writes with the air of one who .

has presented his material, and ene can like it or not.
One's reaction could make no possible difference to him.
Then after this much preliminary orientation we plunge
into the narrative.
The eyents pile up in rapid order, yigorome
and plain, accurate in all jrespeets.

From the time of the

landing, however, he proceeds to a relation of details
that gives the whole piece an air of reality and which counteradta the effulgence of his descriptions.

The entire

aeeount testifies to the accuracy with which he meet have
kept his journal.

The tale is replete, too, with quotation#

from Spanish history which indicate the amount of research
Ralegh must have done in order to verify and complete his
knowledge.

He goes to great length to set forth the history

of the country which he was claiming for England.

Every step

in hie narrative signifies the thoreughness with which he saw
and investigated and remembered.

His method was one which

we mi^&t wish these ether of our explorers might have utilised,
who have left nothing by mysteries behind them.
Interspersed with much natural history, po
litical manoeuvers, and the account of his own proceedings,
are many examples of native superstitions and anecdotes of
local events so strange and improbably that we are at no
less to know the source of any contemporary attitudes.

Yet

we always have Ralegh quoting his sources and refraining

45from making any comment on his personal evaluation.

We hear

just as unbelievable tales-to-day of the few uncivilized
lands left in the world,
Ralegh loses no opportunity here, either, to
charge his Spanish predecessors with cruelty, his knowledge
ef which was well-founded in the hate still smouldering in
the savage hearts of the native#.

Ralegh, himself, who was

no philanthropist, won their respect and love by his ready
promise to redress their wrongs.

Twenty-five years later

they welcomed him back, never having forgotten his promisee
or the spirit of his faith,

nothing so favored sueh a reac

tion towards him, as the manner in which his men treated the
native women and conducted themselves in the villages whbh
they visited for supplies and information.

Ralegh's account

is given with great modesty and naturalness* and he explains
how it was necessary to maintain such treatment in order to
make any progress,

r am

fain to believe that it was just as

surely a result of his efforts to civilize them rather than
plunder them, as it was the need of surviving among them.
He represents here the real spirit of colonisation that
made Ragland'■ policy a famous one.
The variety of experiences and the wide
range of materials which Ralegh encountered save the narra
tive from being nothing more than another expression of
somebody's experiences abroad.
sourcefulness.

This has initiative and re

it possesses validity beyond Ralegh's per-

•onality.
metion.

Hie figure is not necessary to the movement #f
It is present, but only as an instrument of re

mounting and shaping*
thereby.

Selection and strength is gained

A style that was natural to such a man is never

more apparent than in ouch a narrative, for he avoids the
language of the introvert, and expresses himself in the
strong motive language of the objective temper.
His treatise on Observations Touching Trade
and Commerce was written during his imprisonment under James*
It proposes a policy which anticipates the arguments of free
traders, but is not very generous in its suggestions.

He

addressed the article to James in the hope that it might
effect a release from his sentence.

In order to appeal to

his cupidity, it was necessary to set forth M s preposfcion
in startling terms.

Thus we have him stating at the very

beginning a criticism of the general policy at presents
« . . . wherein is proved that our sea and land commodi
ties serve to strengthen ether countries against eur own."
Ralegh never seemed to realize the tact necessary to handle
James.

He thought that by praise and flattery he could

soothe his mean spirit, never visualising that the power he
manifested in such a work as this rankled in James * heart
until it would take Ralegh1s life to pay instead ef heneyed
words.

That he set the price at three million pounds a year,

the amount which he proposed to add to his Majesty*s coffers
by his policy, we may accept as a sincere belief of Ralegh*s.

-47and not a figment of the scheme which was to bring about
his release,

Ralegh was used to dealing in big figures*

He spent fortunes on a single enterprise, staked enoreeus
sumo on slim chances, and sometimes won them back with a
Single ship of Spain’s Indian flotilla,
»
After setting forth at length the rather in
teresting statistics necessary to the support of his policy,
he preseeds to the suggestions which he submits for adoption.
The main thesis is the proof he offers to justify the change
he advocates.

As a treatise on political economy, it pre

sents a well-founded argument, with a sound economic solu
tion, and dependable suggestions.

It is a little difficult

to rate on a literary basis, although it is direct and wellplanned,

Were it not for the fact that there is not much to

shoes# from his prose that is representative, we should prob
ably ignore this altogether*
.

' [■
'
•
This brings us to the problem of the authen

ticity of the piece*

Ralegh’s earliest biographer, Oldys,

presents a rather formidable array of evidence against the
(15)
possibility of Ralegh’s having written it. But the very
fact that he felt it neeeesary to go to the trouble of pro
ducing such minute proof seems indicative of a great deal
more in Ralegh’s favor.

Since I have no original source

material at hand, and mince sueeeeding biographers have all

xm
Life of Ralegh. Oldys, Oxford edition, Vol. I, p, 441

©oneidored it. as Ralegh*o, I have little chela© but to accept
it as his,

.It la just the sort of thing he would attempt

for personal reasons, and falls in rather naturally with the
style of other of his works along similar lines.
The Prerogative of Parliaments offers an in
teresting study in connection with the Medieval Behate for*,
which was not yet forgotten in Ralegh's time.

To it, and

the renewed emphasis that Jehn lyly gave it, we owe the sen
tentious style of this “dialogue between a counsellor e£
state and a justice of peace”.

The old debates constituted

a literary genre and were more often than not an involved
form of discourse in which the questions were largely pseudeintelleotual.

This, however, has a specific political pur

pose which may be extracted from the wealth of historical
material and compliments to James.

It is, briefly, to demon

strate that the power of the crown is strengthened by the
maintenance of the privileges of the House of Commons.

To

make his argument irrefutable, he finds it neeessary to go
into a great deal of detail about histories! instances which
indicate the richness of material his busy brain had stored
away from voluminous reading, but which also make for rather
weary reading.

The explanations seem rather consciously

provoked by deliberate questions, as auch forms are apt to
do.

Even Plate's do not exoape sueh a charge.
There are living touche#, however, that

give it levity at places, that raise it to the level of

•
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human conversation.
: , '
.
(16)
" . • • Well, sir, it grows late, and I hid you farewell".
If there had been more of even such simple passages to indi
cate that the characters were still alive, King James might
have read it with better grace.

But Ralegh’s was not con

cerned here with writing interesting reading.

Otherwise we

should shudder to think of the sort of drama he might have
written.

Kb, Ralegh could be intriguing when he chose, as

illustrated in his Discovery of Guiana, but primarily he
wished to indicate a policy, and if he had not learned
through treacherous years of court life to be diplomatic,
so much the better praise may be spoken of M o

character.

Or perhaps he thought this was novel and readable.
knows what his curious mind conceived?

Who

He closes in a vein

familiar to his outlook and one that came from M s

inmost

hearts
» . . . Yea, ay lord, I know it well, that malice hath a
longer life than either love or thankfulness; for as we al
ways take more care to put off pain than to enjoy pleasure,
because the one has no intermission, and with the other we
are often satisfied; so it is in the smart of injury, and
memory of good turns. Wrongs are written in marble; bene
fits are sometimes acknowledged, rarely requited".
(17)
Somehow, the fact that Ralegh should have written such lines
as these to the man who caused him all the bitterness of
those prison years is a little saddening.

We are tempted

Tie)
:
: "
Miscellaneous
Works.
Oxford
edition,
Vbl. VIII, p. 218
(iyj—
Ibid, p. 22©

-S0te feel that he deaerred more than to spend his last days
composing ouch dry-as-dust essays, enlightened by only oceasion*
al flashes of the old energy.

He should have been sailing the

high seas, fighting his way through untamed jungles, or even
at rest at Youghal, quiet and unproductive.

Anything would

have possessed more dignity than the intolerable weariness of
these last works.
But he had to be active in some way.

Any

form of social enterprise had been denied him, and bodily
...
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•
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exertion was only possible on an infinitely lessor scale
than when he possessed his freedom.

The only visible crea

tion possible in the name of action was the evolution of
problems whose solutions might result in activity for him.
His Maxims of State is the best deserving
of all his shorter prose works on politico, economy, war, or
industry.

Per the general style, firsts

it is a rather

elaborately arranged digest setting forth all the various
forms of government and the policies of governing sovereign
ities,

It is neatly arranged in outlined form, all parts

organised in proportion to their relationship with other
topics included.

The points made under each division are

admirable examples of what Mr, Gesso calls Ralegh’s "succinct
(18)
prose".
Each one is so rich in meaning and suggestion that
one is fairly amazed at its depth.

He divides the possibili

ty of government into monarchy, aristocracy, and free state;
us)
;
' '
: :
Craik, Henry$ English Prose Selections. Vol. I, p, 527
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and thon elaborates upon the results of an abuse ef these
forms*

Tyranny, oligarchy, and uhat he calls commonwealth,

or socialism in its worst forms, result*

He goes on to the

founding of a state and the sophisms and actions necessary
to the aoot effective disposal of ouch affairs as arise in
eonneetion with government.

Then follow general and particu

lar examples of the preservatives described above, and the
entire thing closes with the conversion ef states, again
general and particular, by foreign invasion, domestic sedi
tion, or alteration without violence*
Ralegh must have written this at the height
of his mental powers*

It indicates amazing sense of propor

tion, excellent insight into varied systems of government,
and a fine discrimination of the value of characteristics
that color political undertakings with success.

Any such

display of power makes the regret but greater that Ralegh
never knew the responsibility of"governing a state of his
own.

His enterprises in Virginia lacked only the power of

his personality to make them successful, and his Ouiana ex
peditions were warped by purposes imposed on Ralegh by un
fortunate biroumstanees*

His reaction toward people of in

ferior mentality made M m an admirable subject to rule a
monarchy, but it was an essentially different personality
that showed itself in intercourse with his equals?

Although

his reaction there, too, made him capable of instituting
the highest type of aristocracy.

The fact that he was so

-52uni vor sally disliked by those of his own class should not
have made his soundness of viewpoint any less acceptable.
The expression of his versatility is nowhere
more ably set forth than in this treatise.

Here we see met

only his judgment on matters of state, but the enormous
amount of knowledge back of such Judgment,

Here we see not

only a thesis worked out to a clarity of fathom-deep perfec
tion, but a niceness of voice, an aptness of style that give
the piece depth without obscurity and objective completeness
without less of warmth and simserity.

Altogether, we have

sound steady writing, without personal note, yet vitally
Ralegh1s»

Its general tone seems to point to an early com

position, sinoe it possesses the rich restraint of his
younger years rather than the relatively barren calm of later
bitter years.

It is young writing with that peculiar precocity

that blessed Ralegh all his days.
■: • ■ '
' • >:• . ■ ' ■"O'
It is difficult to speak of Ralegh*s most
majestic work, The History of the World.

It is too detailed

to admit of any minute analysis, and It is too tremendous for
one to really grasp Its total significance.

Its scope defies

encompassing, and its problems call in critics from many
fields for their solution.

Perhaps it is because of all of

these things, or any one of them, that the famous History is
more often discussed than read.

Its size is formidable, to

begin with, and a glance at the table of contents is dis
heartening.

But Ralegh did not write the History for popu

lar conauiaption.

It wao done for the seholar and the m s of

learning, Tho only had the eapaelty to digest its expansIre
range*

It was not meant for those who were awed into aban

doning it at first sight.
satisfying, somehow*

But to the few, even, it is never

It always remains a little beyond com

prehension, as though we were inadequate to comprehend the
spirit that eoneelred it.

Whether this is, in some degree,

because of the criticism of pioneer defenders of Ralegh’s
prose, I cannot say, but that others seem to acknowledge its
influence to the extent that they do is a little disconcerting*
One is more tempted to say that English prose improved after
this in spite of its rather doubtful influence, rather than as
a result of its admired perfection.

There is nothing in all

English literature which quite compares with this.

If there

were, more bribes in the form of tempting literature about
literature would have to be offered than are at present,
which would be rather dlsasterous for our children’s moral
judgment.
The History was composed during Ralegh’s im
prisonment, although some writers attribute his basic work to
(19)
be that of an earlier period, and the later discovery of the
mysteriously hidden library at Youghal tends to substantiate

(20)
such an argument.

It represents the accumulated learning of

TT9]
'
Stebbing, Williams Sir Walter Ralegh, p* 272

(20)
Ouiney, Louise I.s Ralegh at Youghal. Atlantic Monthly,
December1890, vol.66, p. 780.

-54a lifetime.

It testifies in every line of the six Oxford-

edition volumeB to the extensiveness of this enoyolopaedio
learning.

He acknowledgea the aid which he'obtained from

many scholars of his own day who contributed much of the
reference material which he could not investigate personally.
His indebtedness to Ben Jonson has already been mentioned.
But the faot that such drudgery was accomplished by others
does not make the final ereation any leas wholly or worthily
his own.

It was first published early in 1615 and went through

many English editions.

It was read and approved by euoh

people as Cromwell, the Princess Elisabeth, Hampden, and many
other respectables of the time contemporaneous with its pub.

'

■

•

;

lieation and much later in the century.

'

.■■■.;

-

■

'

In view of its popu

larity it deserves to rank high in the chronicle literature
of England.
With James alone it found no favor.

Again

Ralegh had displayed to a tactless degree, the power of pene
tration and criticism of which he was capable.

There were

remarks, also, in it which were displeasing to the Spaniards
whom James was so anxious to please, and which contributed
their effective chare to the growing number of grievanees
of which the final settling was to cost Ralegh his head.
There are stories extant that James suppressed the work,
but its popularity during Ralegh's lifetime seems to deny
that.

.

.

, . .■

., .

.
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The work, which was dedicated to Prinee Henry,

was never finished.

His death robbed Ralegh, not only of

the incentive to further work, but also of the hope of re
lease.

Ralegh, now an old man past sixty, enfeebled by a

long prison term, and nearly exhausted in originality and
innovation, found this work a drain on hie mentality.

It

had been a tremendous accomplishment, and now events called
hie to make one loot effort at contributing to history him
self, rather than only recording it.

The last Guiana pro

ject was set on foot, and when it was over, Ralegh's writing
days were over, too#

Perhaps it is better in some ways that

the huge fragment should end with the almost sublime lines
on Death.

They sweeten the remembrance of other lines less

moving to read.
That Ralegh intended to write a history of
Great Britain we know, but the other when actually in the
process of composition in all probability precluded ouch an
idea.

Whether it was meant to form the eenolusion of the

vast project of which we have the beginning, it is hard to
say.

It seems likely that the work grew in scope as Ralegh

wrote, since the finished volumes include only the account of
the world from the time of the Creation to the first Mace
donian invasion of Asia Minor,

The satisfactory completion

of a scheme any greater would have occupied a lifetime, and
I am not so sure that we should have been any more enriched.
I think no criticism is more Justified that*
Mr. Gosse's again, when he says, "He is essentially to be

read in extracts and admired in purple patches*#

Any at

tempt to read the History as a consecutive narrative would
be courting madness#

One very easily gets lost in a welter

of antique names, and earnest discussions over questions
that succeeding history has shown to be irrelevantw
it is only the method which has changed#

Perhaps

We exercise selec

tion te-day, and while Ralegh did, alsof to a certain extent,
it was the queer sort of seleotiorjwhich results in chaos for
the modern reader#

Certain critics maintain that Ralegh's

opinions which would have vitalized the work to an amazing

(22)
extent, "are crowded out by his mouldy facts".

But it seems

to me that his very choice of events and the interpretation
imposed upon them, are indicative enough of Ralegh's opinions.
In no other way could he have expressed his views of antiquity#
If the work had been one of his own days, we should have, in
all likelihood, this "reading to bring the blood like a
hammer to the temples"#
done with which

But it is not what Ralegh might have

are concerted^ but with what he did do,

and such a work as this can be tolerated only in portions,
some of which, there is no denying; rise to heights of
great writing#
On the whole; the History falls more into a
class of philosophical history, and he illustrates the highe V

:V
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Oraik. Henry: English Prose Selections. Vol. X# p. 532

(22)

--------------------

Coffin & Witherspoons A Book of Seventeenth Gentry Prose.
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m
est ideal of such a method when he usee his facts to gen
eralise on history as a whole.

•History, Ralegh conoeived,

is the record of God’s puposes, as these are wrou^it out in
(23)
the eonduet and fate of men”, and he presents his charac
ters of antiquity as moving through their roles without a
presentiment of this law hy which the human drama was being
enacted.

But the principle is a valid one.

Suoh is Ralegh’s

■oral, and nowhere is it more evident or more gloriously
triumphant than in the closing lines on Deaths
*• • * 0 eloquent. Just, and mighty Death! whom none could
advise, thou hast persuaded; what none hath dared, thou
hast done; and whom all the world hath flattered, thou only
hast east out of the world and despised; thou hast drawn to
gether all the far-stretched greatness, all the pride, cru
elty, and ambition of man, and covered it all over with
these two narrow words, Hie Jacetj"
No one could read such prose without realizing the power
and dignity that its expression implies.

Here the lan

guage is sombre and grave, and without a trace of the ab
surd affectations of passion to which the Euphuists were
moved.

There is a steady step-, here , a quiet assuranee

that indicates the capacity of his greater moments.

Its

sustained strength eould come from no other hand than
Ralegh's whose spirit had sustained much mere.

T
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Wendell, Barrett: Temper of the Seventeenth Century in
English literature, p. 186
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Any evaluation of Ralegh aa a man of letters
is comparatively simple hesiAe the question of his influence.
After all, critical judgment is a matter of personal reac
tion, while influence is a thing largely determined by
mere or less extrinsic factors.
any individual aepimlen.

Such things survive beyond

There are few oases in literary

history where contemporary evaluation has seriously affected
the real worth of the work under consideration.

Otherwise

the relatively narrow vision of the period would too often
put a false value on the produetiene of its own age.
As a man Ralegh typifies to me all the es
sence of a past as scintillating and brilliant as any known.
It was the wonder and doubt about him, the adventure and the
real achievement, the elegance and the savagery, the lofti*V

.

-

'

nose and the baseness, that combine to produce a Ralegh who
will always thrill us as a man as he may never charm us
as a poet.

The fine splendor of his buoyant fearlessness

endears him yet as the patron saint of all romancers and
levers of good tobacco.

If we have idealized him, let us

not follow the modern biographical trend and destroy the
illusions we have built up around Ralegh, for they are
l
-
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-59•ueh *• have enriehed the world hy the sweep of their im
plications, hy their upholding of that last great exponent
of romanticism.
or Spenser's,

His life was in no way like that of Sidney's
His was the supreme example of energy that

brings with it Intentness of interest, fatigue, and a kind
of purge from subjectivity and breeding doubts.

It was

only when deprived of the satisfaction of such desires that
these, brooding doubts arose.

The result of any sustained

study of Ralegh as this man of action results in a reluc
tance to speak of him at all.

As Oldys said, "He has said

such handsome things of silence, that it were a pity any
words even in its commendation, but hia own, should break
(24)
it".
Whatever can be e&id ultimately must fall short of
the real marvel of his existence.

The point at which to

attack him, consequently, has been at the vulnerable point,
and that is in his literary efforts.

They present prob

lems of normal scope that these of his life far exceed in
intricacy.

They are capable of not unfavorable comparison

with some of the best of his age, but his life stands far
above contemporaries or successors.

There is something

medieval about his vastness, this Renaissance, man whe was
so Inexhaustible in project and resource, so unconquerable
by checks or reverses.
After all has been said about Ralegh as the

124 )
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Oldys, Williams Life of Ralegh. Oxford edition, Vol. I,

man of letters, he remains pre-eminently simply a man
capable of serious adventure, of high endeavor, and of
greater ideals than he strove to follow.
become almost a legend.

His name has

He represents much that later

generations will never know, and it is this very elusive
quality that invests his figure with tiie charm that it
still possesses#
He is interesting as a literary figure
mainly because he was an amateur, and because, too, he
illustrates as effectively as any the transition period.
At times he is distinoly Jacobean, and at others clearly
and undoubtedly ELiz&beth&n.

His poetry illustrates the

new decadence setting in with the Jacobean period, its
Inverted outlook, its cynicism, and its sentimentalism.
His prose, en the other hand,tends to emphasize the rather
wholesome objectivity of the preceding deoMea#

It may

be classed with the Elizabethan literature of fact, for
it reads with the same rude freshness of the Hakluyt voy
ages#

There is something of the saga in his prose narra

tives, while the poetry has a noticeable modern vein, which
is far from being epic#
Both these characteristics of his general
style indicate the extent to which he may be classed as
an amateur#

His prose works are the unadorned, unconscious

efforts of one who wrote for pleasure, or as a means of at
taining the ends set forth in the work, never for publication.

'

'

aeelalm, or reward.

*
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His greatest poetry is the result of

genuine feeling at times of stress and intense emotion, and
only oco&sionally does he fall into the artificial style
of the more consistently representative of his contemporary
poets.

Ralegh did not have, like Greene; two equally un

disciplined natures within him, of which his life was one
outgrowth and his work the other.
with his life.

His work is identical

He attempted in literature only that which

he lived, and hence we have the rather naive personal note
dominating his style.

He may he compared most accurately

with Mashe, perhaps, whose prose was too vigorous to be sub
dued hy the Euphulsts.

He has Kesheb satirical vein, his

keen observant eye, and M s

telling command of language,

but he lacks his fund of humourous anecdote*
in earnest.

Ralegh was

Hie life was deprived of any trifling gaiety or

purposeless pleasure, and his literary achievements bear
the same grave and dignified stamp.

He may be contrasted

most favorably among the minor Elizabethans with Joseph
Hall, perhaps, whose average, though sound, philosophy of
life was beat expressed by the wearying neatness of phrase,
and literary tidiness so character!sd c of the rather medi
ocre writers of his period.
In the last analysis of Ralegh, we find that
we need this side of his nature to invest his life with ths
completed share of that personality which always remains
capable of suggesting new channels of thought.

His life

-esoould be written in bold strokes, and thus may we charac
terize his works.

But the subtleties are there, too, if

we but search for them.

And correspondingly, hie literary

achievemento become invested with some of that same fine
discrimination.

But in all traits, Ralegh is romantic.

His poetry and his prose, his melancholy and his faith,
his vision and his practicality, anything that may be said
about him as this man who wrote a little, must necessarily
be romantic.

This fusion which has never been repredueed

to the same extent oould result in nothing else.

He was

true lover, an intense hater, a great soldier —

and he

wrote poetry.
And all this is why I can think of no more
fitting way to close this essay than with those last lines
of his, so truly and completely Raleghan in their shadowed
eloquence:
”5uen such is Time, which takes in trust
Our Youth, our loys, and all we haue,
And payes vo but with age and dust,
Iho in the darks and silent graue,
Vhen we haue wandered all our wayes,
Shuts up the story of our dayeo:
And from which Earth, and Graue, and Dust,
The Lord shall raise me vp I trust."

'
Eci 7ci l .
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